Facial Expression Recognition (FER), as the primary processing method for non-verbal intentions, is an important and promising field of computer vision and artificial intelligence, and one of the subject areas of symmetry. This survey is a comprehensive and structured overview of recent advances in FER. We first categorise the existing FER methods into two main groups, i.e., conventional approaches and deep learning-based approaches. Methodologically, to highlight the differences and similarities, we propose a general framework of a conventional FER approach and review the possible technologies that can be employed in each component. As for deep learning-based methods, four kinds of neural network-based state-of-the-art FER approaches are presented and analysed. Besides, we introduce seventeen commonly used FER datasets and summarise four FER-related elements of datasets that may influence the choosing and processing of FER approaches. Evaluation methods and metrics are given in the later part to show how to assess FER algorithms, along with subsequent performance comparisons of different FER approaches on the benchmark datasets. At the end of the survey, we present some challenges and opportunities that need to be addressed in future.
Introduction
Facial expression is a major non-verbal means of expecting intentions in human communication. The work of Mehrabian [1] in 1974 shows that 55% of messages pertaining to feelings and attitudes is in facial expression, 7% of which is in the words that are spoken, the rest of which are paralinguistic (the way that the words are said). Facial expression has proven to play a vital role in the entire information exchange process in Mehrabian's findings. With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, automatic recognition of facial expressions has been intensively studied in recent years. The study of Facial Expression Recognition (FER) has received extensive attention in the fields of psychology, computer vision, and pattern recognition. FER has broad applications in multiple domains, including human-computer interaction [2, 3] , virtual reality [4] , augmented reality [5] , advanced driver assistance systems [6, 7] , education [8] , and entertainment [9] .
Various kinds of data can be used as the input of the emotion recognition system. Expression recognition and emotion recognition is related but different. Human facial image is the mainstream and promising input type, because it can provide abundant information for expression recognition research. Besides the facial image taken by camera, physiological signals [10] , e.g., electromyograph (EMG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalograph (EEG), can also be employed as the auxiliary data source in some real-world FER applications.
Research Background of FER
In the decades of studying FER, Action Units (AUs) [11] and the Valence-Arousal space (V-A space) [12] are two popular models. The V-A space is a universal model widely used in continuous emotion recognition tasks of audio, visual, and physiological signals. As shown in Figure 1 , the V-A model identify emotion categories according to the value of the emotion dimensions (i.e., arousal and valence). The AUs encode basic movements of facial muscles, and the combination of AUs could be utilised for FER. In [13] , a framework is proposed to apply AUs to estimate the V-A intensity. Considering that this survey only focuses on FER of visible facial expressions, the following introduction and discussion are based on the AUs. Studies can be divided into two groups according to whether the features are manually extracted or generated through the output of neural networks, i.e., the conventional FER approaches and the deep learning-based FER approaches.
The conventional FER approach is composed of three major steps, i.e., image preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification. Such methods based on manual feature extraction are less dependent on data and hardware, which have advantages in small data sample analysis.
Deep learning-based FER approaches greatly reduce the dependence on feature extraction by employing an "end-to-end" learning directly from input data to classification result. Note that, massive datasets with annotations are the cornerstone of a deep learning algorithm, otherwise, overfitting can easily occur.
According to the shooting environment, FER-related data can be approximately divided into laboratory type and wild type, and several publicly available FER datasets are described in detail in Section 4. Most of the existing studies are based on laboratory datasets, such as JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] , which data come from volunteers who make corresponding expressions under particular instructions. Experiments based on these kind of data accelerate the advancement of FER algorithms. However, with the development of artificial intelligence technology and the wide demand for applications in the era of big data, studies on FER will focus on the spontaneous expressions in the wild. New solutions to FER in complex environment, e.g., occlusion, multi-view, and multi-objective, are necessary to be proposed.
Terminologies
Before reviewing the approaches of FER, we first present some related terminologies to supplement the theoretical basis of FER technology. Facial Landmarks (FLs), Facial Action Units (AUs), and Facial Action Coding System (FACS) are about how to convert facial action into expression.
Basic Emotions (BEs), Compound Emotions (CEs), and Micro Expressions (MEs) are different definition criteria for expression categories. Existing studies on FER are based on the setting of these concepts and terms.
Facial Landmarks (FLs)
Facial landmarks [16, 17] are visually highlights in facial area, such as the alae of the nose, the end of the eyebrow, and the mouth corner, as shown in Figure 2 . The locations of the FLs around facial components and contour, capturing facial deformations due to head movements and facial expressions. Point-to-point correspondences of facial landmarks can establish a feature vector of a human face. [14] ).
Facial Action Units (AUs)
The 46 facial action units encode the basic movements of individual or groups of muscles that are typically observed when a facial expression produces a particular emotion [11] . Figure 3 illustrates some examples. The FER system classifies expression categories by inspecting the combinations of the detected face AUs. For instance, if an image is annotated with 1, 2, 5, and 25 AUs, it can be classified as an exmotion that expresses the "Awed" category. 
Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
Internationally renowned psychologists Ekman and Friesen portray the correspondence between facial muscle movements and expressions through observations and biofeedback [18] . Based on anatomical features, they first divide the whole face into several independent and interrelated AUs, and further analyse the characteristics of these AUs. The typical AUs seen in each of the basic and compound emotion categories are shown in Table 1 . The FACS system classifies many human expressions in real life, and is the definitive reference standard for muscle movements in facial expressions today. Table 1 . Prototypical AUs seen in basic and compound emotion category, proposed in [19] .
Category
AUs Category AUs
Micro Expressions (MEs)
Micro expressions [22] represent more spontaneous and subtle facial movements that occur involuntarily. They tend to reveal the true and potential expressions of a person for a limited time. The duration of the micro expression is very short and lasts for only 1/25 to 1/3 s. Studies on micro expressions are often applied in psychology and police investigations.
Differences with Existing Survey and Contributions
Currently, there are some other surveys which summarise the development of FER techniques. However, those studies either focus on traditional FER methods or are limited to one specific aspect of FER. In [23] , Samal et al. first work to survey the studies of recognition and analysis of face and facial expressions, and the analysis of facial expressions is only a small part of their work. Fasel et al. subsequently focus on automatic facial expression in [24] , in which different stages of facial expression analysis system are analysed separately, and some representative FER systems are introduced. The work in [25, 26] concentrate on 3D FER. They present currently available 3D/4D face databases and the existing 3D/4D data-oriented FER systems in detail. [27] targets facial micro-expression recognition. Geometry-based and a appearance-based automatic FER systems are utilised in [28] . The work in [29] is about face detection and recognition, and facial expression analysis based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP). Zhang et al. [30] concentrate on the problem of partial occlusion in FER and outline existing challenges and possible opportunities. Unlike most studies based on existing images or videos, Deshmukh et al. [31] summarise the latest advances in the algorithms and techniques used in distinct phases of real-time FER. Some real-life challenges of FER systems are proposed in [32, 33] .
This article is a comprehensive survey of FER. We propose the general framework for conventional FER approaches and survey new state-of-the-art deep learning-based FER approaches. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to broadly review the FER datasets and summarise the elements of datasets that are related to the choosing and processing of FER methods. Moreover, some challenges and opportunities for future research are further proposed.
Organisation of the Survey
The rest of this article is organised as follows. Conventional FER approaches are described in terms of image preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification in Section 2. Advanced deep-learning-based FER approaches are introduced in Section 3. Several publicly available FER datasets with discussion are provided in Section 4. An overview of the evaluation metrics and performance comparisons are presented in Section 5. Moreover, some challenges and opportunities are mentioned and discussed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this article in Section 7.
Conventional FER Approaches
A notable characteristic of the conventional FER approach is that it is highly dependent on manual feature engineering. The researchers need to preprocess the image and select the appropriate feature extraction and classification method for the target dataset. The conventional FER procedure can be divided into three major steps: image preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification, as shown in Figure 4 . 
Image Preprocessing
This step is to eliminate irrelevant information of input images and enhance the detection ability of relevant information. Image preprocessing can directly affect the extraction of features and the performance of expression classification. For various reasons, pictures are often contaminated by some other signals. Some pictures may still have complex backgrounds, e.g., light intensity, occlusion, and other interference factors, even if they are basically free of noise. Moreover, many datasets are different in size, and some are composed of colour images, while some are composed of grayscale images. In addition, various shooting equipment can cause data diversity. These objective interference factors need to be preprocessed before recognition.
The process of image preprocessing are introduced as follows.
• Noise reduction is the first preprocessing step. Average Filter (AF), Gaussian Filter (GF), Median Filter (MF), Adaptive Median Filter (AMF), and Bilateral Filter (BF) are frequently used image processing filters. • Face detection has developed into an independent field [34, 35] . It is an essential pre-step in FER systems, with the purpose of localising and extracting the face region. • Normalisation of the scale and grayscale is to normalise size and colour of input images, the purpose of which is to reduce calculation complexity under the premise of ensuring the key features of the face [36] [37] [38] . • Histogram equalisation is applied to enhance the image effect [39] .
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a process to extract useful data or information from the image, e.g., values, vectors, and symbols. These extracted "non-image" representations or descriptions are features of the image. Widely used feature extraction methods in FER systems mainly include Gabor feature extraction, Local Binary Pattern (LBP), optical flow method, Haar-like feature extraction, feature point tracking, etc.
Feature extraction may directly influence the performance of the algorithms, which is usually the bottleneck of the FER system. It is essential to take both applicability and feasibility into consideration when manually choosing an appropriate feature extraction method in conventional FER approaches.
Gabor Feature Extraction
The Fourier Transform-based Gabor wavelet kernel function is proposed by combining the wavelet theory with the Gabor feature. Combined with other classification methods [40] , FER based on Gabor wavelets has significant advantages. In [14] , a set of Gabor filters, which are multi-orientation and multi-resolution, are used to code facial expression images. Yu et al. [41] use linear and nonlinear synthesis of new algorithms on the basis of Gabor feature. Gabor-mean-DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) [42] provides a more compact feature vector compared to existing Gabor-based expression classification to alleviate the problem of dimensionality.
Gabor wavelet has good robustness to multi-scale and multi-directional texture feature transformation, and is not sensitive to illumination intensity. Nevertheless, Gabor wavelets may consume a lot of memory because it usually works on global features.
Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
The LBP [43] calculates the brightness relationship between each pixel contained in the image and its local neighbourhood. The binary sequence is then encoded to form a local binary pattern. Finally, it uses a multi-region histogram as a feature description of the image, as shown in Figure 5 . Feng et al. [44] establish local LBP histograms and connect them to FER. An improved LBP-based algorithm, i.e., Complete Local Binary Pattern (CLBP), is proposed in [45] , which has better performance than original LBP algorithm, but it also causes dimensionality disaster. Jabid and Chae [46] introduce LBP-based Local Directional Pattern (LDP) algorithm, which is robust to illumination and has relatively low computational complexity. In addition, Local Phase Quantisation (LPQ) [47] is mainly based on short-time Fourier Transform and is stable in feature extraction. In [48] , the improved es-LBP (expression-specific LBP) feature is proposed to extract the spatial information, the cr-LPP (class-regularised Locality Preserving Projection) method is proposed to simultaneously maximise the class independence and preserve the local feature similarity.
Compared with Gabor wavelet, the LBP operator requires less storage space and has higher computational efficiency. However, the LBP operator is ineffective on the images with noise. It may lose some useful feature information since it only considers the pixel features of the picture centre and its neighbourhood ignoring the difference in amplitude.
ASM/AAM
The Active Shape Model (ASM) proposed in [49] is based on statistical models and is generally used to extract feature points on expression contours. This model mainly uses the global shape model to match the initial shape of the human face, and then establish a local texture model to obtain the contour features of the target more accurately. The Active Appearance Model (AAM) [50] is developed on the basis of ASM by incorporating local texture features.
Cristinacce [51] fuses PRFR (Pairwise Reinforcement of Feature Responses) with AAM to detect feature points of local edges such as facial organs. Saatci [52] subtly cascades AAM with the SVM classifier to improve the recognition rates.
Despite ASM is more efficient than AAM, AAM can obtain higher recognition rate than ASM as it can better fit texture features.
Optical Flow Method
Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion caused by the relative motion. The features of the continuous moving face image sequence are extracted by using Horn-Schunck (HS) optical flow [53] to combine the two-dimensional velocity field and the grayscale.
An approach for analysing and representing facial dynamics is presented in [54] . The algorithm computes optical flow caused by facial expressions to identify the direction of motions. In [55] , an optical flow-based approach is developed and implemented to capture emotional expression by automatically recognising subtle changes in facial expressions. Sánchez et al. [56] systematically compare two optical flow-based FER methods, respectively referred to as feature point tracking and dense flow tracking, as shown in Figure 6 . 
Haar-like Feature Extraction
The Haar-like feature template [57] is the combination of edge, linear, centre and diagonal features. Since these features all follow the step function proposed by Alfred Haar, they are called Haar-like. The feature template is divided into two rectangle regions, i.e., white and black, and the template's feature values are defined as the differences between value of white rectangle pixels and black rectangle pixels. The Haar eigenvalue reflects the grayscale variation of the image.
In [58] , in order to represent the temporal variations in appearance of human face, dynamic Haar-like features are defined and encoded into binary pattern features.
When the global region illumination is stable, Haar can extract more facial motion unit change information because it describes the local grayscale variation of the face.
Feature Point Tracking
The main purpose of feature point tracking method is to synthesise the input emotional expressions according to the displacement of the feature points, as presented in Figure 7 .
Tie et al. [59] extract over 20 points from the video stream as the feature points of the face model, then a variable 3D expression recognition model is constructed by tracking these feature points with particle filters. Liu et al. [60] propose a feature point tracking method based on Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). The algorithm improves the SIFT, making the feature points evenly distributed without aggregation. Then, the KLT matching algorithm is hierarchically iteratively designed, so that the match can be quickly tracked when the target has obvious attitude and size change. Feature extraction is a decisive phase in FER. Note that some classifiers may pose the problem of curse of dimensionality (i.e., the phenomenon that data becomes sparser in high-dimensional space) and over-fitting when the number of extracted features is overwhelming. Dimensionality reduction methods are frequently embedded in this scenario, which can improves learning performance, increase computational efficiency, and decrease memory storage. Traditional feature selection methods including PCA and LDA have broad applications in many machine learning tasks. Feature value selection designed for outlier detection or object recognition is proposed in [61] , which can be employed in the data with binary or nominal features.
Expression Classification
Another key to affecting the expression recognition rate is how to select the appropriate classifier that can successfully predict the face expressions. Commonly used and widely applied classifier in FER systems include kNN (k-Nearest Neighbours ), SVM (Support Vector Machine), Adaboost (Adaptive Boosting), Bayesian, SRC (Sparse Representation-based Classifier), and PNN (Probabilistic Neural Network). Their merits and limitations, their comparisons are as below.
The kNN algorithm [62] [63] [64] is simple and easy to imply. The training speed of the algorithm is slow because every added new sample must be compared with the training set. Another notable characteristic of the kNN algorithm is that it is sensitive to the local structure of the data. The same weight of each attribute may result in suboptimal and unstable classification accuracy.
The SVM [41, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] can find a good compromising solution on complex models by providing limited sample data information to obtain generalisation ability. It is also possible to map linearly indivisible data to higher dimensions by kernel functions to convert the data into linear separable. By introducing a kernel function, the computer can effectively process high-dimensional data, and avoid dimension disasters to some extent.
AdaBoost [70] [71] [72] [73] is sensitive to noisy and anomaly data. In some problems, it can be less susceptible to the overfitting problem than other learning algorithms. AdaBoost (with decision trees as the weak learners) is often referred to as the best out-of-the-box classifier.
Naive Bayes classifier [74] [75] [76] is highly scalable, requiring linear parameters for the number of variables in learning problems. One advantage is that only a small amount of training data is needed to estimate the parameters required for classification.
SRC [40, 47, 77, 78] has better recognition effect than the traditional method, especially when the sample is subjected to random pixel corruption or random block occlusion. However, when handling data having the same direction distribution, SRC may not classify the data, since the sample vectors of different classes are distributed on the same vector direction.
As a classifier, PNN has fast training process and a structure of inherently parallel, to ensure convergence to the optimal classifier with the size of the representative training set increases [79] . Some implements in FER system are proposed in [80] [81] [82] .
The conventional FER approaches is obviously less dependent on data and hardware compared to deep-learning-based approaches. However, feature extraction and classification have to be designed manually and separately, which means these two phases cannot be optimised simultaneously. The effectiveness of conventional FER methods is bound by the performance of each individual component.
Deep Learning-Based FER Approaches
Deep learning has demonstrated outstanding performance in many machine learning tasks including identification, classification, and target detection. In terms of FER, deep learning-based approaches highly reduce the reliance on image preprocessing and feature extraction and are more robust to the environments with different elements, e.g., illumination and occlusion, which means that they can greatly outperform the conventional approaches. In addition, it has potential capability to handle high volume data.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNN [83] is an "end-to-end" model, an improvement of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The traits of CNN include local connectivity and weight sharing, resulting in less network parameters, faster training speed, and regularisation effect. An example of CNN-based FER procedure is shown in Figure 8 . CNN is directly adapted for AU detection in most of the deep learning-based FER approaches. The CNN-based FER method proposed in [84] employs Facial Action Coding System (FACS) feature representation, which shows a generalisation capability of networks both cross-data and cross-task related to FER. A well-performed recognition rate is obtained, when utilising the model to the task of micro-expression detection.
Liu et al. [85] proposed a deformable facial action parts model for dynamic expression analysis. A deformable facial parts learning module is incorporated into the 3D CNN that can detect a particular facial action part under structured spatial constraint, and simultaneously obtain a representation based on the discriminating part.
In order to take advantage of temporal features for recognising facial expression, a new integration method named Deep Temporal Appearance-Geometry Network (DTAGN) is proposed in [86] . The Deep Temporal Appearance Network (DTAN) extracts appearance features from image sequences. The Deep Temporal Geometry Network (DTGN) extracts geometry features from temporal FL points. The the joint DTAGN boost the performance of the FER by making full use of temporal information.
The proposed network in [87] employs two convolutional layers and four inception layers to extend both the depth and width of the network and keep the computational budget constant as well. Compared with conventional CNN approaches, the proposed approach has shallower networks and has clear advantage in classification accuracy on cross-database evaluation scenarios.
The work [88] is about occlusion aware facial expression recognition. Considering different facial ROIs (Regions of Interest), Li et al. introduce two versions of ACNN (Convolution Neutral Network with Attention mechanism), i.e., pACNN (Patch based ACNN) and gACNN (global-local based ACNN). The pACNN focuses on local facial patches, while the gACNN combines local patches with global images. Experimental results show that ACNNs are able to improve the FER accuracy on occluded facial images by replacing the occluded patches with other related but non-occluded patches.
Deep Belief Network (DBN)
The DBN [89] is based on Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [90] and its feature extraction of input signal is unsupervised and abstract. The FER method based on DBN can learn the abstract information of facial images automatically and is susceptible to activity factors. Combined with other components, DBN has proved to be an effective FER approach.
A novel Boosted Deep Belief Network (BDBN) [91] is presented to combine feature learning/strengthen, feature selection, and classifier construction in a unified framework by performing three training stages iteratively. A set of features are fine-tuned jointly through this BDBN framework, and then selected to form a strong classifier. Additionally, based on their relative significance to the strong classifier, the discriminative properties of selected features are iteratively enhanced and then learn highly complex features from the facial image.
Zhao et al. [92] propose a new method of FER is proposed (denoted by DBNs + MLP) by integrating the DBN as the unsupervised feature learning module with the MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) as the classification module. First, the DBN is used to obtain abstract features from the primary pixels of facial images. Then, the MLP model is initialised to perform the classification processing with the aid of DBN's learning results.
An FER model combining LBP/VAR and DBN is given in [93] . The LBP/VAR feature, which is robust to light and rotation, is first extracted as the preprocessing of the model. Then the DBN is implemented for the second feature extraction process and expression classification.
In [94] , the robust LDPP-PCA-GDA (Local Directional Position Pattern, Principal Component Analysis, Generalised Discriminant Analysis) features are combined with DBN for modelling the expressions as well as recognition. The proposed method consists of tolerance against illumination variation and extracts salient features by considering the highest strength directional position and the signs of the strengths. Furthermore, the recognition performance was superior over the traditional approaches.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
An RNN composed of LSTM units is commonly referred to as an LSTM network, which is well suited for the temporal features extraction of consecutive frames. Based on previous studies, long-range context modelling helps improve the accuracy of emotion analysis, some LSTM-based FER approaches on video sequence are proposed.
An LSTM-based system is built in [95] to assess dimensional representation of emotions in audiovisual scenarios. So as to get closer to the human performance when judging emotions, acoustic, linguistic, and visual information are taken into consideration that can reflect the realities of natural interactions.
Kim et al. [96] take advantage of CNN to learn spatial features of representative state frames, and then the LSTM of a facial expression is employed to learn the temporal features of the spatial feature representation. The proposed method utilised representative expression states in the network training which are determined in facial sequences in spite of the intensity of expression or the duration of expression.
The 3D Convolutional Neural Network (3DCNN) architecture in [97] , combined the 3D Inception-ResNet (3DIR) layers with an LSTM unit. The extended Inception-ResNet module extracts the spatial relations within expression images. LSTM takes these temporal relations into consideration and applies this information to classify the sequences. Facial landmarks, visual highlights of facial components, are used as inputs to our network.
Generative Adversarial Network(GAN)
GAN [98] is an unsupervised learning model composed of a generative network and a discriminative network, which has been successfully adopted for image synthesis to generate facial images, videos and other impressively realistic images. GAN-based models not only conducive to training data augmentation and the corresponding recognition tasks, but also for pose-invariant and identity-invariant expression recognition. Figure 9 shows some pose-invariant facial images. For multi-view FER, Lai et al. propose a multi-task GAN-based learning approach [99] , where the generator frontalises a frontal face image based on the input non-frontal image while retaining the identity and expression information, and the discriminator is trained to distinguish and recognise. This face frontalisation system is demonstrated as valid for FER with visible head pose variations.
An end-to-end GAN-based model is presented in [100] . The encoder-decoder structure of the generator first learn a identity representation for face images which is then demonstratively specified through the expression and pose codes. In addition, the model is able to enlarge the FER training set by automatically generate face images with arbitrary expressions and head-poses.
In [101] , GANs are employed to train the generator to generate six basic expressions from a face image while CNN is fine-tuned for each single identity sub-space expression classification. This model can alleviate the effect of inter-subject variations, and is adaptable to integrate with other CNN framework for FER.
To protect the user's privacy, Chen et al. [102] present a Representation-Learning Variational Generative Adversarial Network (PPRL-VGAN) to learn an image representation that is demonstratively specified from the identity information. A DeRL (De-expression Residue Learning) procedure is proposed in [103] to extract information of the expressive component. A cGAN (conditional Generative Adversarial Networks) generates the relevant neutral face image for any input to filter out the expressive information.
Datasets
Training and testing on existing datasets is a frequently used method of expression recognition. In this section, some FER-related datasets are provided and discussed with data augmentation methods.
Basic Information
Two-D static images are commonly used in the early studies; 2D video sequences are then used for FER studies because they promote recognition of expression with various dimensions. However, it is difficult to analyse facial deep information based on 2D data. The effectiveness of FER can be greatly influenced by some factors such as posture and light. Some 3D-based datasets are further used to handle micro facial behaviours and the variations of facial structure. In order to meet the needs of practical applications appropriately, some researchers aim to use datasets from "in the wild" rather than "in the lab". In addition, some datasets are designed for individual facial expression, which can be better used for the training of the corresponding classifiers.
Some popular datasets related to FER are introduced with basic information in this sub-section. Some sample images are shown in Figure 10 . JAFFE dataset [14] contains 213 images of seven facial emotion (six basic emotions and one neutral) posed by ten Japanese females. Each of the images is rated based on six emotion adjectives using 60 Japanese subjects. The original images are 256 pixels × 256 pixels.
Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset (CK+)
CK+ dataset [15] is an extension of the CK dataset, containing 593 video sequences and still images of seven facial emotions (6 basic emotions and one contempt). The still images are posed in a lab situation, and the videos are shot in a similar situation. The age of 123 subjects range from 18 to 30. The resolution of the image are 640 pixels × 480 pixels and 640 pixels × 490 pixels, and the grey value is 8-bit precision.
Compound Emotion Dataset (CE)
CE dataset [21] contains 5060 images, containing 22 BEs and CEs of 230 subjects with an average age of 23, including many races. Facial occlusion is minimised, without glasses. Male subjects are required to be shaved, and all subjects are also asked to fully reveal the eyebrows. They are colour images with 3000 pixels × 4000 pixels resolution.
Denver Intensity of Spontaneous Facial Action Dataset (DISFA)
DISFA dataset [108] contains 130,000 stereo videos of 27 subjects with different gender and ethnicities. The images are acquired at high resolution (1024 pixels × 768 pixels), and all video frames are manually scored with the intensity of AU's (0-5 scale). A total of 66 facial landmarks of each images in the dataset are also labelled.
MMI Facial Expression Dataset
The MMI Fcial Expression dataset [105] include over 2900 videos and high-resolution still images of 75 subjects. Each of the AUs in videos are completely annotated. The original face images size are 720 pixels × 576 pixels.
Binghamton University 3D Facial Expression (BU-3DFE)
BU-3DFE [109] is designed for the research of 3D faces and facial expressions, as well as the development of a general understanding of human behaviour. It contains 100 subjects (56 females and 44 males), with a variety of ethnic/racial ancestries. The age range is between 18 and 70. The dataset include six emotions. There are 25 3D facial sentiment models for each subject in the dataset and a set of 83 manually annotated facial landmarks associated with each model. The original size of each face image is 1040 pixels × 1329 pixels.
Binghamton-Pittsburgh 3D Dynamic Spontaneous (BP4D-Spontaneous)
BP4D-spontaneous [110] is structured by 41 participants (23 females and 18 males, from 18 to 29 years old). An emotion elicitation protocol is designed to elicit emotions of participants effectively. Eight tasks are covered with an interview process and a series of activities to elicit eight emotions. For each task, there are both 3D and 2D videos. Meanwhile, the meta-data include manually annotated action units (AU), automatically tracked head pose, and 2D/3D facial landmarks. The original size of each face image is 1040 pixels × 1329 pixels.
Large MPI Facial Expression Database (MPI)
The MPI Facial Expression Database [106] is a validated database of emotional and conversational facial expressions. The dataset contains 55 different facial expressions performed by 19 German participants (ten females and nine males). Expressions are elicited with the help of a method-acting protocol, which guarantees both well-defined and natural facial expressions. All facial expressions are available in three repetitions, in two intensities, and from three different shooting angles. A detailed frame annotation is provided, from which a dynamic and a static version of the dataset are created. The results of an experiment are presented with two conditions that serve to validate the naturalness and recognisability of the video sequences, and the context scenarios.
Karolinska Directed Emotional Face (KDEF)
The KDEF dataset [104] involves 4900 images of human emotional facial expressions. The dataset consists of 70 people, each showing seven different emotional expressions taken from five different angles. The original size of each face image is 562 pixels × 762 pixels.
NVIE Dataset
NVIE [111] is a natural visible and infrared facial expression dataset, which contains both spontaneous and posed expressions of more than 100 subjects, with illumination provided from three different directions. The posed dataset includes the apex expressional images with and without glasses. It is labelled with six facial emotions, expression intensity, and Arousal-Valence label.
CMU Multi-PIE Database (Multi-PIE)
The CMU Multi-PIE database [112] is used for research in face recognition across pose and illumination. It contains 337 subjects, captured under 15 view points and 19 illumination conditions in four recording sessions for a total of more than 750,000 images. The labels are AAM-style with between 39 and 68 feature points.
Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS Database (Oulu-CASIA)
The Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database [113] consists of 2880 image sequences with six basic expressions from 80 people between 23 and 58 years old. All expressions are captured in frontal direction with three different illumination conditions: normal, weak and dark. Subjects were asked to make a facial expression according to an expression example shown in picture sequences. The imaging hardware works at rate of 25 frames per second and image resolution is 320 × 240 pixels.
FER2013 Face Dataset
The FER2013 dataset [114] is actually provided for a competition of Kaggle. The dataset contains 35,887 face images, including 28,709 training sets, 3589 verification sets, and, 589 test sets, all of which are grayscale images of 48 pixels × 48 pixels. These samples are divided into seven categories on a basically average distribution, i.e., angry, disgusting, fearful, happy, neutral, sad, and amazed. Each sample in the dataset has a large difference in age, facial direction or other aspects, which is close to the real world situation.
GEMEP-FERA
The GEneva Multimodal Emotion Portrayals (GEMEP) [115] is a collection of audio and video recordings featuring ten actors portraying 18 emotional states, with different verbal contents and different modes of expression. This corpus consists of more than 7000 audio-video emotion portrayals, representing 18 emotions (including rarely studied subtle emotions), portrayed by ten professional actors who are coached by a professional director.
Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild Dataset (AFEW)
AFEW [116] is a dynamic temporal facial expressions data corpus with spontaneous expressions, various head poses, occlusions and illuminations, which is close to real world environment. Samples are labeled with seven categories of emotions (six basic emotion and one neutral). AFEW is divided into three data partitions in an independent manner in terms of subject and movie/TV source: Train (773 samples), Val (383 samples) and Test (653 samples), which ensures data in the three sets belong to mutually exclusive movies and actors.
Static Facial Expressions in the Wild Dataset (SFEW) [117] is developed by selecting frames from AFEW, has been divided into three sets: Train (958 samples), Val (436 samples) and Test (372 samples). It is labelled with seven facial expressions (six basic emotion and 1 neutral).
Real-world Affective Database (RAF-DB)
RAF-DB [118, 119] is a large-scale facial expression database with 29,672 number of real-world facial images. Each image has been independently labelled by about 40 annotators with seven classes of basic emotions and 12 classes of compound emotions, five accurate landmark locations, 37 automatic landmark locations. Images in this database are of great variability in the subjects' age range, gender, ethnicity attributes, head poses, lighting conditions, occlusions, and post-processing operations, etc.
Real-world Affective Faces Multi Label (RAF-ML) [120] is a multi-label facial expression dataset. 4908 number of real-world images with blended emotions are provided with 6-dimensional expression distribution vector and landmark locations per image. Specially, 315 well-trained annotators are employed to ensure each image can be annotated enough independent times.
GENKI-4K Dataset
The MPLab GENKI dataset [121] is an extended dataset of images containing faces spanning a wide range of illumination conditions, geographical locations, personal identity, and ethnicity. The images in the dataset are divided into overlapping subsets, each with its own labels and descriptions. The GENKI-4K subset is dedicated for smile recognition, containing 4000 face images labelled as either "smiling" or "non-smiling" and their head-pose by human coders.
The UNBC-Mc Master Shoulder Pain Expression Archive Dataset
This dataset [107] is available to accelerate research into pain and augment current datasets. It includes 200 video sequences including spontaneous facial expressions, 48,398 FACS coded frames, associated pain frame-by-frame scores and sequence-level self-report and observer measures, and 66-point AAM landmarks.
Discussion
According to the peculiarity of human facial expression, a dataset has four notable elements, namely image dimension, shooting environment, labelling method, and elicitation method. An overview of FER-related datasets is presented in Table 2 .
Image Dimension
Human facial expression images can be divided into 2D and 3D according to the dimensionality.
• 2D-type: The traditional 2D laboratory dataset usually has good separability of different categories, due to its exaggerated expression and limited variables. The JAFFE dataset [14] specially uses Japanese females as the subjects. CE [21] consists of 22 categories of emotions of 230 subjects with facial occlusion minimised. This type of dataset is useful for understanding the procedure of expression recognition and comparing the performances of different experimental methods. • 3D-type: Establishment of 3D-based facial expression dataset accelerates the examination of 3D spatiotemporal features in subtle facial expression, revealing the connection between pose and motion dynamics in AUs, and better acquainting of spontaneous facial action. The BU-3DFE [109] and BP4D-Spontaneous [110] are published to accelerate the research on the facial behaviour and 3D structure of facial expressions.
Shooting Environment
The shooting environment is related to the quality and capacity of image data.
• Unique condition: Positive face images under a single specific condition can provide accurate feature information for expression recognition, but the trained model is very limited in scope, e.g., JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] . • Complex condition: In order to improve the application scope and processing ability of the FER model, some datasets selectively collect expression images of various illumination conditions, face directions and head postures, e.g., MPI [106] and Oulu-CASIA [113] . • Wild condition: Facial expressions in the wild is close to real world environment, e.g., AFEW [116] extracted from movies and RAF-DB [118, 119] downloaded form the Internet. Such datasets are more challenging. Facial expression datasets are usually labelled with the expression categories directly. Such as JAFFE [14] , CK+ [15] , and FER2013 [114] are annotated with 7 expression categories. Datasets of one particular category of expression, e.g., GENKI-4K [121] labelled as "smiling" and "non-smiling", benefit to better understand the specific kind expression on different dimensions and degrees. In addition, some datasets give one or more annotation information in AUs, FLs, and intensity for more diverse research. Taking the DISFA dataset [108] as an example, 66 FLs and the intensity of AU's are labelled in each images.
Elicitation Method
For FER datasets, the induction method can be simply defined as "posed" and "non-posed" (spontaneous). Posed expression datasets are often exaggerated, magnifying the differences between categories and making them easy to be classified. Spontaneous expressions are elicited under the guarantee that both are well-defined and natural, better reflecting the real world.
Data Augmentation
In real-world applications of image recognition, training data is normally very limited, which is generally the main reason for the over-fitting problem and sub-optimal accuracy. On the contrary, using more training data is the common method to obtain better performance. Note that utilising overwhelming training data can lead to low efficiency and excessive consumption of computing resource. However, it is unrealistic to obtain sufficient training samples in real-world applications. Therefore, we can augment the training data artificially, which is a widespread preprocessing method in image recognition.
For image recognition, we can augment the training data by rotating, transforming, shearing, random scaling the image, etc.. Note that choosing an appropriate method for different applications is important, i.e., the augment methods need to conform to the possible changes in real world. Random cropping and mirroring are commonly used in FER, because they can better induce the spatial invariance of human faces and have an efficient performance in data expending. An example of data augmentation of human facial images is shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 . An example of data augmentation(face images are taken from JAFFE dataset [14] ). data for training input. An averaging method is then used on the testing phase to reduce outliers. The probability is averaged as the final output of their cropped images and mirrored images.
Performance Metrics
In practical tasks, multiple learning algorithms can be chosen, and even for the same learning algorithm, different parameters lead to a variety of results. Evaluation metrics are critical to identify the merits of a method because it provides a standard for quantitative comparisons. In this section, we present the evaluation methods and evaluation metrics that are publicly available in the FER studies. The recognition rate of different methods is also compared with the FER typical classification method introduced in the previous section.
Evaluation Methods
The difference among various evaluation methods is in dividing the samples into training sets and test sets. In such multi-classification tasks like FER, each category of emotion should be divided into training sets and test sets in the same way, and the model is evaluated according to the average performance of each category of emotion. Commonly used evaluation methods include the hold-out method, K-fold cross-validation, leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV), and bootstrapping method.
The hold-out method can avoid over-fitting since the test set and the training set are separated. One shortcoming of the hold-out method is that the evaluation result is sensitive to the ratio of the training set and the validation set partition. The K-fold cross-validation makes full use of all the samples, and avoids over-fitting and under-fitting effectively, but the computational complexity of this method is related to the parameter k, i.e., it needs to be trained k times and tested k times. LOOCV is a special case of K-fold cross-validation when the value of parameter k is equal to the number of the samples. LOOCV is suitable for small samples because the sample utilisation rate is the highest. Nevertheless, high utilisation will lead to high computational complexity when dealing with large sample problems.The bootstrapping method is useful when the sample size is small and it is difficult to partition the training set and the test set effectively. However, the bootstrapping method changes the distribution of the initial data, which introduces an estimated bias.
Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metric plays a vital role during the training process and the selection of which is an important key for discriminating and obtaining the optimal classifier. FER is naturally a multi-class classification problem, Acc (accuracy), i.e., the proportion of the samples that are correctly classified is a direct performance evaluation metric. In order to comprehensively take the recognition effect for each category of expression into consideration, the final accuracy can also be defined as the average of the recognition accuracy of each category of expression. These two methods of accuracy calculation are called overall accuracy and average accuracy, respectively. In general, higher accuracy stands for better classification performance.
The definition of Acc is given below:
where TP, TN, FP, and FN represent true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively. Some metrics for binary classification can be extended for multi-class classification evaluations [123] (e.g., Precision P, Recall R, and F-measure). Apart from the metrics related to effectiveness, other evaluation methods for measuring the efficiency and scalability of the classifier, e.g., execution time, training time, and resource occupancy, also need to be considered in practice.
Evaluation Results and Discussion
In this section, we perform some of the aforementioned methods on the benchmark datasets to illustrate the performance of existing state-of-art FER approaches, as shown in Table 3 . In the next part, discussions of the evaluation results are presented from two aspects respectively. 
Data Perspective Discussion
As illustrated in Table 3 , the heterogeneity between datasets leads to disparate performance of FER approaches. A data perspective discussion of evaluation results is as below:
• A high accuracy of over 90% can be obtained by state-of-the-art FER approaches on JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] datasets. As the early collections of pose-invariant human facial expressions with minimised facial occlusion, the majority of FER approaches are evaluated on JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] datasets. And these two datasets are widely used as the benchmark for FER comparison. •
The accuracy of FER approaches on MMI [105] dataset is generally less than 80%. There are significant inter-personal variations, because of the subjects' non-uniformly performances and accessories (e.g., glasses, moustache The latest FER approaches, especially the GAN-based aproaches, can achieve about 80% accuracy on the BU-3DFE [109] dataset, which has different properties than other datasets. As a 3D-based facial expression dataset, BU-3DFE reveals the connection between pose and motion dynamics in facial AUs, providing sufficient feature information for the study of multi-pose FER. Meanwhile, detailed 3D information and facial landmark annotation are applicable to GAN-based algorithm for image generation. •
The accuracy rates of FER on FERA [115] , FER2013 [114] , and SFEW [117] are approximately 70%, 60%, and 40%, respectively. These three datasets have more challenging conditions, i.e., subjects perform spontaneous expressions under the wild circumstance. Neither the conventional approaches nor the deep learning-based approaches have high accuracy in dealing with the FER in the wild condition, which is one of the challenges in this field.
Methodology Perspective Discussion
Through investigation, there are differences in the performance between conventional FER approaches and deep learning-based FER approaches, especially after wild datasets are proposed. The performances of these two approaches are discussed separately as below:
The conventional FER approaches are based on manual feature extraction and less dependent on data and hardware, which has advantages in small data sample analysis.
•
Convention FER approaches can achieve promising results on 2D datasets collected under unique conditions. All the mentioned conventional FER approaches obtain a high accuracy of over 90% on the JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] datasets, which are similar to deep learning-based FER approaches. • Differences appear when FER approaches are applied to datasets that have significant interpersonal variations. Take the performance on the MMI dataset as an example, the average accuracy of the conventional FER approaches is about 60.94%, while the deep learning-based approaches is about 73.28%. • For more challenging task like FER under wild environmental conditions, conventional approaches are rarely applied since feature extraction for complex datasets is still an obstacle.
Deep learning-based FER approaches highly reduce the reliance on image preprocessing and feature extraction and are more robust to environments with different elements. Here, we analyse the differences of four kinds of neural network according to the performance results:
• As shown in Table 3 , CNN framework can be applied to almost all the FER datasets and achieve stable accuracy. The characteristics of CNN (e.g., local connectivity and weight sharing) make it advantageous in image processing. • DBN is able to capture general appearance changes and to train on large but sparsely labelled datasets. By combining with other methods, DBN can achieve promising results for the FER on JAFFE [14] and CK+ [15] datasets. However, performance on other listed datasets currently cannot reveal its advantages well. Perhaps more attempts can be made for FER in wild environmental conditions in the future. • Performances on MMI [105] and CK+ [15] datasets indicate that LSTM-based FER approaches have an advantage on video sequences. As a type of RNN that based on long-range context modelling, LSTM network is well suited for the temporal feature extraction of consecutive frames. • Significant progress on BU-3DFE [109] , Multi-PIE [112] and Oulu-CASIA [113] is made by using GAN-based FER aproaches. GAN model, composed of a generator and a discriminator, has been successfully applied in image synthesis to generate facial images, videos and other impressively realistic images. Hence, GAN-based models conducive for pose-invariant and identity-invariant expression recognition.
Challenges and Opportunities
Over the past decades, many attempts have been done in developing FER algorithms for both theoretical analysis and practical applications. As the FER literature shifts its main focus to the challenging wild environmental conditions, there are still several challenges and opportunities, which are mentioned and discussed in this section.
Wild Environmental Conditions
Complicated conditions like occlusion and pose-variation, which may hinder the recognition of original facial expressions, are two major obstacles for the adaptability of FER, especially in the wild scenarios.
Li et al. notice this issue, and introduce two versions of ACNN to replace the occluded patches with other related but non-occluded ones in [88] . Mao et al. [75] propose a hierarchical bayesian model for multi-pose FER. Additionally, the GAN has been employed in [99] to generate multi-view facial images with arbitrary expressions and poses for FER.
Even though some existing algorithms can process FER in special conditions, these methods can only adapt to limited variations and usually have low accuracy. The problem about how to improve the adaptability is significant to practically apply FER systems under the changeable and complex real-world environment.
The Lack of High-Quality Publicly Available Data
FER is a data-driven task. It generally requires a large amount of training data to capture subtle expression-related deformations when training a deep neural network. The major challenge that deep FER systems suffer is the shortage of training data in terms of both quantity and quality.
Some widely used FER-related datasets are introduced and discussed in Section 4, but the small scale of datasets is one of many common problems. Meanwhile, the problem of data bias and inconsistent annotations often exist when using different datasets due to diverse class distribution and the subjective annotation method. Another common problem is class imbalance. In-depth research and discussion on dataset bias and imbalanced distribution in expression recognition are conducted in [124, 125] .
An opportunity is to publish relatively extensive datasets that involve natural scenarios and include various facial expressions have recently become publicly available. Some significant achievements have been attained in datasets EmotioNet [19] , AffectNet [126] and RAF-DB/RAF-ML [118] [119] [120] .
The Pressure of High-Volume Data Processing
Available FER systems usually well perform on commonly used traditional datasets with small capacity and low pixel resolution. However, in many scientific and commercial applications, data is measured in terabytes, which poses challenges to the FER system in data storage, transmission and processing. Moreover, the requirement of data compression are urgent demanded when executing FER on real-time sequences. According to the FACS theory, expression related units are only part of the entire facial region. An idea worth trying for data compression is to reduce irrelevant facial information.
Multi-Modal Affect Recognition
Although individual FER according to visible facial images can obtain promising performance, combining with other models into an integrated system can provide additional information and further improve the reliability. Take, for instance, audio-based effect recognition proposed in [127] , which can provide paralinguistic affective information in speech. Moreover, 3D facial images with depth information and infrared images with skin temporal record are not sensitive to illumination variations, which may be an efficient alternative for research of realistic facial expression. Additionally, facial expression can be further linked to the emotion states by the valence-arousal (VA) model [13] , and then multi-modal dimensional emotion recognition [128] [129] [130] [131] can be performed.
Visual Privacy
Growing privacy-preserving concerns are a major barrier in camera-equipped systems, such as the real-time FER for smartphones. Even if a few attempts have been made in [102, 132, 133] , a wide variety proposed FER method generally depend on high-resolution images, but with little or no attention to protecting the visual privacy of their users. Hence, more trustworthy and accurate privacy protection methods are needed so as to strike a balance between privacy and data utility for FER systems.
Conclusions
Facial Expression Recognition (FER) has attracted increasing attention in recent years. The past decade has witnessed the development of many new FER algorithms. This paper provides a comprehensive review about recent advances in FER technology. We first introduce some related terminology and review the research background of FER. Then, we classify the existing FER methods into conventional methods and deep learning-based methods. In particular, we divide the conventional methods into three major steps, i.e., image preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification. In each step, various possible methods are introduced and discussed. In terms of deep learning-based methods, four kinds of popular deep learning networks are presented, and some related FER algorithms are reviewed and analysed. Besides, seventeen FER datasets are introduced. Four FER-related elements of datasets are subsequently summarised. In addition, some methods and metrics are given on how to evaluate these FER algorithms. At the end of the survey, we present some challenges and opportunities of the FER that require future research. This survey aims to provide an organised and detailed study of the work done in the area of FER and further promote the research in this field. 
